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General Findings

The research sponsored by this ONR grant examined the issue of whether Sufi Islam, especially when sponsored and encouraged by governments in North Africa and the Sahel, would provide a more pacifist and moderate alternative to Salafi or Wahhabi Islam, which has a more radical and anti-Western orientation.

Research was undertaken principally in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia and secondarily in Mali. Research methods involved the use of surveys, which were originally distributed among the general populace. Later during the research term we decided to focus upon the use of youth surveys because this population was the largest and most dynamic demographic sector. Besides using surveys, researchers employed focus groups and in-depth interviews to elicit information that would elaborate upon the data obtained in our surveys.

Our conclusions based upon our research in Morocco, Mali, Algeria, and Tunisia are that the governmental encouragement of Sufism as a moderate alternative to Salafism and Wahhabism has met with substantial success in Morocco and Mali, with incomplete success in Algeria, and it was irrelevant in Tunisia. To explicate our findings, our combined survey data and historical research led us to conclude that while Sufism could be used by governments to encourage moderate alternatives to Salafism or Wahhabism, such governmental efforts would meet with greater success if there had been a longer experience with Sufi traditions within the country. Sufi practices have been part of a longer religious tradition in Morocco and Mali, which anchors both their practices and their comparatively more moderate outlook throughout society. In Algeria, by contrast, the practice of Sufism was first rendered disreputable by alleged Sufi leader collaboration with the French colonial regime and secondly when Sufism was actively discouraged by Algeria’s first set of postcolonial leaders. While President Bouteflika (the present Algerian president) has actively promoted Sufism as an alternative to Salafism and Wahhabism, his efforts have met with a lukewarm reception by many elements of the populace for whom Sufism now seems an anachronistic practice. Last, our data reveal that Tunisia’s forced experience with secularism under the regimes of Presidents Bourguiba and Ben Ali seems to have created a post-Arab Spring social and political environment where two irreconcilable religious and ideological trends manifest themselves (secularism versus Salafism/Wahhabism), with little middle ground exiting for the reconciliation of these divergent worldviews.
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